To serve these people in such great need, Amazon Promise has built a 2000-square-foot clinic in the middle of the poorest area of Belén. Our goal is to provide free services at the clinic at least twice per month, but this requires operational funding and resources. Your donation helps us attain that goal.

Belén is a community of grinding poverty. Most people cannot afford health care, and government services are under-funded and mostly inadequate. No NGO has a perpetual, organized presence on the ground in Belén, let alone one focused on child and maternal health.
Support Our Ongoing Work in Belen

Photo: Many families live in floating huts on water filled with sewage

With donations from the Australian organization 
Girls On Top Amazon Promise constructed 
the initial building in the lower zone of Belen in the Fall of 2009. Like surrounding buildings it sits on stilts to accommodate the seasonal flooding of Belen by the Itaya River. We held our first clinic there in February 2010. In the Summer of 2010 with a donation from a group of French medical students from the organization ‘Les Gondoliers Amazone’, a large waiting room was added adjacent to the clinic facility. In November 2010 our friends at Engineers Without Borders added a water purification system with a sink, compost toilet and even a shower. In November of 2014, along with the NGO Toilets For People, we began a pilot program installing low-cost composting toilets in several houses located near the Belen Clinic. Our vision is to improve the health of the citizens of Belén by increasing the number of clinics we hold there, enhancing the quality and capacity of our facility as we go.

You can make a difference!
Support Our Ongoing Work in Belen

Photo: In front of the Belen Clinic, located in the center of the community
Photo: In lower Belen, there is no sanitation, running water, or sewage systems.